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Peace and Hope channeling (takes work, but many of us get hope from the reminders of moments) 

10-17-15 

 

 

In the Spirit of Renewal and Continuous Improvement 

 

(Quotations are channeling) 

 

“We appreciate that you help our voices get heard…all of y’all…we love you” 

 

"2...yeah, 2 of Himself...love and respect...and alllll everybody, we're all special beyond division..." 

 

"Effortless effort is the thang" 

 

"Yes, we can be spiritual about trading as it is a journey and the new risk allocation idea takes the 

pressure off this...to view the journey in the long term" (some of us are in our 70's so let us have a 

vision for a long life...Giving God thanks in advance for his favor) 

 

"this is all very entertaining, and good looking out for all of the Gluckys sitting at their breakfast nook" 

(Glucky was a Woman --young mid 70's- Baby sitter from the early days) 

 

"Yes, we are all channelers whether we know this or not" 

 

"Some of us are somewhat of a medium"  

 

 

"Exercise boosts the immune system...find Peace, Balance, Harmony in your Habitat...laughter heals... 

and the body's natural relaxation response will heal itself...never stress...Lighten up " 

 

"some of us would like to 'know' also, and we appreciate that you guys are so friendly..." 
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"that's why the Ian story as told by a collective is powerful because we are uniting on a common 

theme...’Rapture story is another name’…all kinds of Folks involved…many Folks look to the Spirit of 

the love as a source of Faith...God is love (1st John 4:16)...let People rejoice in the love...the Diamond 

Star Symbol was channeled as a collective symbol...the Love and also 2nd Thessalonians...truth 

seeking vibes from the Meek...good then" 

 

"yes we know and 'anybody in particular' is just a multinational presentation Owlin going along for 

the journey with us..." 

 

"yes trading can be overwhelming, and the over reliance on one particular strategy, or one particular 

group can lead to over analyzing of over trading..." 

 

"building a case for entry, in a relaxed way..." 

 

"Focus on one portion of a strategy at a time and put the arguments together to decide if you take the 

trade or not” 

 

"Not trading is a great mindset for careful decision making, and then…ohhhh O.K…yeah, there is a 

case for entry after all…"  

 

"glad we can all share together then..." 

 

"yes, and trading is also a sense of belonging to many... Like...yup…..retail sales tomorrow...yup...We 

will see..." 

 

"yes and some of us don't trade, we just appreciate enthusiasm of the focus of what's going on…it's 

lots of fun... And about retail sales...Yep ...Wow! ‘Shoooooocked the markets Ladies and Gentlemen’ 

(or not)... And nobody get worried because it upsets the community...Thanks" 

 

"there's a difference between praying for someone and wishing them happy and healthy, and the 

opposite which is criticism and condemnation...huuuuge difference" 
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"let 5:20 be happy...let folks rejoice in what they want to...some of us were similarly persecuted…so 

there’s things to ‘get off that chest’…thanks K…we relate about things…Let people be happy..." 

 

 

 

"this is why the risk allocation idea is very peacekeeping for within the self, because it's the journey of 

the discovery of success and through the IF THEN conditional thought process that we will eventually 

be successful...as we continuously improve with our strategy over time" 

 

 

 

"It's all about learning to enjoy the process of simple things... enjoying the Process is about being 

present...learning to enjoy being in the moment" 

 

"Don't be in a rush, practice patience" 

 

(Read "Don't Sweat the Small Stuff") 

 

" yeah but some of us don't have 10 years to learn trading, we're in our 80's"..."I am and I am aiming 

at 95"..."Some of us aren't well"..."Today is the day to be as comfortable as possible, and move onto 

bigger things...might be time to seek help…this life is temporary...the Soul is eternal..."right to die" is 

a new blessing...the previous paradigms are fading away...’yeah, you’ll see when it’s your time 

Kid’…’well, we try you Guys’…we like the ‘right to die’ approach…”we know, but the transition to that 

is tough’…’we’re praying for God’s grace”…’how we get through anything’…much love...we will all go 

sometime... No if ands or buts about it...we love you take care... " 

 

"Ok now that that's been said let's focus on the healing the living and trying to feel better...God 

specializes in the impossible…it's one or the other, we have to focus on love ….love you guys take 

care" 


